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DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION
The Business Intelligence Center (BIC) promotes the publishing and use of public data to help
businesses make more well-informed decisions. Go Code Colorado is a business-oriented civic app
challenge that helps accomplish the BIC program goals by creating a community of software
developers and entrepreneurs that use public data to build apps that solve business problems. It’s
the first statewide effort in the country, engaging an entire state in the open data movement. In
2014, the first program year, Go Code Colorado successfully engaged the entire state in an
innovative business app challenge. Twenty-five teams participated across Colorado using data from
the state’s central public data platform (the Colorado Information Marketplace) to address five
specific problems the business community encounters. The program is an example of the best of
intra-governmental collaboration and public-private partnerships to create a better business
environment in Colorado.
PROGRAM HISTORY AND MARKET NEED
In 2012, the Colorado Secretary of State’s office published an economic indicator report following
regression analysis showing new business registrations were a leading indicator for changes in
short-term employment. The office shared the report with members of the business community and
economic development professionals, but received feedback that these decision makers needed
more insight. Business decision-makers wanted more granular data that would help them make
better-informed day-to-day decisions—data specific to their industry or region, for example. This
opportunity intersected with the burgeoning open data and civic hackathon movements. So we
created a program—the Business Intelligence Center—to help businesses make better-informed
decisions by making public data more accessible.
We knew that if we could make public data more accessible, and provide software developers and
entrepreneurs the opportunity, they could create applications that would solve business problems.
But we needed a process to kick-start state agencies seeing value in spending time and resources to

publish data. So we set out to hold a business-oriented civic app challenge centered on using public
data to solve business problems—that challenge would become Go Code Colorado.
Though Go Code Colorado is the first statewide, business-centered civic app challenge, large
municipalities have held civic app challenges in recent years. We researched best practices and
lessons-learned from organizations like NYC Big City Apps (New York City). We wanted to know
what motivated people to participate in them and how we could make ours unique and appealing.
We also wanted to know how to create sustained value for Colorado businesses—most hackathons
result in ideas and sometimes preliminary versions of apps, but not the kind of lasting value we
desired.
We structured Go Code Colorado to address two important pieces of feedback. First, we defined
specific business problems for the participants to address. Other app challenge administrators told
us that participants asked for and needed a more-focused process to keep from being overwhelmed
by possibilities. In October of 2013, we held a workshop with Colorado business leaders to define
business problems that data-centered applications could address—actual problems faced by the
community. Second, we structured the challenge to last longer and provide more support in order
to get applications that were more finished and sustainable beyond the challenge events.
The core of the state-wide challenge was held over a single weekend in March 2014: five Challenge
Weekend events held simultaneously in five cities across Colorado. During Challenge Weekend,
teams of developers and entrepreneurs began work on apps that would help solve at least one of
the five defined business problems. At the end of the weekend, teams pitched their ideas to panels
of judges. The top two teams from each city moved on in the process. Next, those ten finalist teams
met for a mentor check-in event where we supported their continued progress on building and
refining their apps by connecting them with experts in software development, project management,
marketing, law, and others. Six weeks after Challenge Weekend, the finalist teams re-assembled to
pitch their final product. After code review and presentation in front of an independent panel of
judges—leaders in the business and technology communities—three winners were chosen. The top
three finishers were awarded $25,000, $15,000, and $10,000 contracts with the state,
respectively—an invaluable first customer as well as seed money to keep the apps and businesses
going.

2014 Go Code Colorado winners, Beagle Score, presenting at the Final Event in Denver.

2014 EVENT SCHEDULE

SIGNIFICANCE
There are six areas that best describe the significance of the Business Intelligence Center and Go
Code Colorado.
First, the Business Intelligence
Center makes public data more
easily accessible and readily
available to Colorado’s business
decision-makers. The government
collects and manages mountains of
data in the course of regular
business. Unfortunately, much of
this data is locked away in legacy
systems or posted in difficult-to-use
formats on disparate sites across the
web. Data is the infrastructure of the
digital age, and public data is an
under-utilized resource—a resource

The Colorado Information Marketplace, data.colorado.gov

that can give Colorado businesses a competitive edge. The Business Intelligence Center contracts
with technical experts who inventory data across Colorado state agencies. These experts assist
state IT professionals with the time-consuming technical work needed to publish data to the state’s
central repository in user-friendly formats.
Some state agencies have not thought about the potential business uses for their data. Others may
want to participate but are overwhelmed with their day-to-day functions. Through its contractors’
technical assistance and community-building events, BIC is raising awareness of the economic
development potential available by unlocking public data—and helping to publish it online.
Second, Go Code Colorado is the first state-wide application and business challenge in the
country. Civic-hackathon-type events are typically held in municipalities, limiting participation to
traditional technology hubs. Today, tech innovation and entrepreneurship are everywhere.
Focusing only on geographic “hot spots” dismisses wider engagement. In fact, two of the three
winning Go Code Colorado teams were from cities not widely considered tech or entrepreneurial
hubs in Colorado.
Third, the Business Intelligence center and Go Code Colorado are examples of tremendous
collaboration across government, and between government and the private sector. The
Business Intelligence Center Advisory Board, chaired by a Secretary of State staff member, includes
representatives from the Governor’s Office, the Office of Economic Development and International
Trade, and the Governor’s Office of
Information Technology. It taps into
Go Code Colorado is a prime example of what can be
dynamics important to virtually everyone
accomplished when the government and private-sector
involved in government, and has brought
collaborate to move our state forward.
together leaders from across disciplines,
Erik Mitisek, CEO
offices, parties, and agendas. As a publicColorado Technology Association
private partnership, industry leaders like
Google supported Go Code Colorado’s first
year through nearly $200,000 worth of cash and in-kind donations. Technology companies donated
access to tools and platforms to help teams build their apps. Others sent mentors and judges to
various events.
Fourth, Go Code Colorado is bringing sustainability to civic hackathons. The quiet truth about
civic hackathons is that ideas produced from them often die after the challenge. With a few
exceptions there is little to no sustained value for the taxpayers who fund such challenges. Go Code
Colorado has innovated the flash-in-the-pan hackathon to a legitimate, hands-on economic
development effort, including greater partnerships and mentor-engagement to set up participants
for more-sustained success.

2014 Go Code Colorado participants at our Mentor Check-in event where they got feedback and advice
from successful entrepreneurs, technology leaders, and legal experts.

Fifth, Go Code Colorado takes a positive step toward improving procurement practices.
According to the Standish Group, 94% of large federal IT projects over the past 10 years were
unsuccessful. Over 50% were delayed, over budget, or didn’t meet user expectations, and 41%
failed completely. Especially in the IT and technology areas, RFP processes are rarely the type of
agile and flexible processes that match how solutions are built in today’s technology environment.
The traditional RFP process awards just one winner and hopes that firm can actually produce a
working product. Instead of defining a contract in an echo chamber and then hoping the winner
produces value for the taxpayers who fund it, Go Code Colorado funds a process that simply asks
the market to decide who wins—and only declares winners that have produced working products.
Sixth, Go Code Colorado can be scaled to meet the needs of many different government
offices. The Go Code Colorado model—pairing of an open data plan and a civic app challenge to
engage the entrepreneurial and tech community—can be scaled up or down to meet the needs of
government offices across the spectrum. It could be easily replicated on the state level, but also

sized appropriately for municipal and other local governments. The model will work in a variety of
contexts and can be scaled up or down depending on need, budget, or risk tolerance.
Discussions have taken place with government officials in states across the country, and even with a
medical association, about using the Go Code Colorado model.

YEAR ONE RESULTS
In 2014, Go Code Colorado participants built apps that solved one of five business
challenges:






Business Site Location
Competitive Landscape
Access to Capital
Higher Education Resources
Business Partners

Go Code Colorado Year One Winner

BEAGLE
FO R T CO L L I N S , CO

Solving Business Site Location
Simply provide an address and Beagle will fetch a business
fitness score based on dozens of sources. Best delivered as
an embeddable widget designed for real estate and MLS websites, Beagle provides a simple tool that lets you
explore the data behind the numbers, helping you find your business’ next home. Utilizing customizable weights
and evolving data sets, Beagle scores get better with use.

Try the app by visiting http://beaglescore.com/.

Watch our 2014 wrap-up video
For more information on Year One of the program, including a complete listing of the winners and
corporate sponsors, please see our annual report.






BY THE NUMBERS
130 people formed 25 teams that competed in the challenge weekend across Colorado
(Boulder, Denver, Ft. Collins, Colorado Springs, and Durango).
23 mentors spent a day with the ten finalist teams.
29 businesses supported open data and Go Code Colorado through $75,000 in cash
donations and $112,000 worth of in-kind donations.
33 new data sets were published to the Colorado Information Marketplace from state
agencies such as the Department of Revenue, Department of Local Affairs, and Department
of Higher Education.

Google, as the Summit Partner, led the many corporate partners that provided nearly $200,000 in
cash and in-kind services for Go Code Colorado in 2014.

LESSONS LEARNED AND CHANGES FOR YEAR TWO
Go Code Colorado Year One was a tremendous success, but as with all endeavors, there were
lessons we learned and opportunities for improvement that we are implementing for Year Two.
We have already tripled the data available on the Colorado Information Marketplace—and
we’ve focused on high-quality data that is highly relevant for the 2015 challenge statements.
Go Code Colorado is a demand-generation tool meant to prove the value of public data—if
government agencies make public data more easily accessible, bright minds will use it to create
solutions to business problems. As we had not yet run the competition and built the apps, year one
was a challenge in engaging state agencies and publishing their data. Our contractor assisted in

publishing 33 data sets by the time the challenge began last year. But we learned a great deal about
how to communicate with our agencies data partners, making them a stakeholder in the broader
open data movement. We keep in more constant contact with our agency partners, fostering an
ongoing relationship as part of an open data community.
In an effort to increase participation and inventory available datasets, we kicked-off year two of the
program with a data partner breakfast in the fall of last year. At the event, we showed a video of one
of the year one winning teams explaining the app they built and the business problem it solved.
This was a great way to show the tangible benefit of making public data more accessible. We all live
within our own perspective. Often it can be difficult to think of the many creative applications for
public data. By giving voice to a real entrepreneur who built an app using public data, we were able
to show government data owners the beneficial possibilities of publishing their data.
This year, we have already published an additional 75 data sets, in addition to updating and
maintaining the data sets from last year, bringing the total data sets published by Go Code Colorado
to over 100—with more in the pipeline as of submission of this application. This will provide more
opportunity to app developers and allow for better apps that create more robust solutions. We have
also published data that is of higher quality and better correlated to the problem statements.
Though we knew that we would make improvement in data collection over time, lessons learned
from year one on how to build community and keep data agency partners engaged have allowed us
to significantly increase the velocity at which we are publishing data. This has the follow-on impact
of providing us more creditability in the development community, which is helping our recruitment
efforts for participants in the 2015 Go Code Colorado Challenge.
We increased the overall award amounts for the challenge winners. In year one, we presented
a tiered structure for our three winners: $25,000 for first place, $15,000 for second place, and
$10,000 for third place. For year two, we have increased the overall pot and flattened the award
structure to provide $25,000 for each of the three winners. The more accurately reflects the level of
effort required of all three winning teams.
We want to provide winning teams with the best opportunity to succeed in creating sustainable
solutions. The feedback we received indicated that we needed to provide additional resources to
help teams move from winners to commercially-viable products.
We are increasing mentorship support. In year one, we held a mentor check-in day where the
ten finalist teams were paired up with successful technology, business and entrepreneurial
professionals. In year two, we are increasing this mentor support and making it a full weekend. This
weekend will provide participants access to a network of leaders in the Colorado tech and business
community, providing them more resources and additional time to work with experts for a better
opportunity to succeed in their long-term efforts.
We are releasing our problem statements earlier. In year one, we released the business
problem statements at the Kick-off event on April 8, which was just two days before the challenge

opened with Challenge Weekend. This yea, we will release the statements a month earlier,
providing participants the opportunity to begin brainstorming, researching available data,
conducting market research, and forming their teams, if they are interested. We wanted to give
teams the ability to get started, hoping it would allow them to build more robust and welldeveloped apps. But at the same time, we don’t want to deter participation from people who started
on Challenge Weekend, so we changed our rules to say that teams can begin work but cannot begin
coding until Challenge Weekend. We believe this strikes the right balance to give teams time to
build great apps while keeping the competition open and inviting to all.

Watch our 2015 commercial video

